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A counterexample to a question posed by H. Fetter is given. There is a converg- 
ing sequence of u-algebras such that the corresponding sequence of conditional 
expectations does not converge almost everywhere. A simpler proof of the results of 
Fetter is also given. 0 1988 Academic Press. Inc 
In [l] Fetter raised three natural questions regarding continuity of 
conditional expectations: 
(a) If {fn} is a sequence of functions in L’ which converges to f a.e. 
when will E(f, 1 LS?} converge to E{ f 1st >? 
(b) If (s$} is a sequence of a-fields converging in some sense, will 
E{fldn} converge? 
(c) Iff, -f a.e. and L& --+ & in some sense, will E(f, 1 -c4,) converge 
to E(f Id)? 
She pointed out that there are several known conditions under which (a) 
has an affirmative answer. For questions (b) and (c), answers were known 
in case the sequence {s$,} was monotone. The answers, known as the 
martingale convergence theorems, are [2-4] : 
@-4t~JA+, and~=VV,“=,~~(,P1’,+,C_pl’,,LPP=n~=,~”) 
(i) for f E L’, E(f I&$,) -+ E(f Id) a.e. 
(ii) for f, -f in Lp, where 1 <p < GO, E(fmldR) -+ E(f Id) in Lp. 
F. O’Reilly suggested the following natural definition of convergence of 
a-algebras, and asked if (i) or (ii) would still hold. We will say that the 
sequence { dn} converges and has & as the limit if 
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Fetter showed that if JZ& + &‘, then E(fldn) -+ E(flzzZ) in measure for f 
in L’ and converges in Lp for f e L p, 1 <p < GO. It was also remarked that 
it does not necessarily converge in L”. The question of convergence a.e., 
however, was left open. In this paper this question is shown to have a 
negative answer. 
2. FETTER'S THEOREM 
In this section we show a different and simpler way to prove the results 
of ‘Fetter. 
Let Q be a set, 9 a a-algebra of Q, (s&};=, a family of sub-o-algebras 
of 9 with limit S! (i.e., d = V,“=, fizz, SZ&, = n;=, V,:=,, s&), and let p 
be a probability measure on 9. Define 
and Gf?“n= \Gi d,,. 
,,, = ,, 
From the martingale theorems we have 
Zff,-f in Lp(p), 1 dp< CC, then 
~(frnl%) -+m~~) in LP(p). 
Qf,,I%,) -+ E(f Ied) in LP(p). 
For 9 any sub-a-algebra of 9, it is also known that 
ZffE Lp(p), 1 6p < co, then E(f 19) E Lp(p) and 
ll-wl~N, d llf IIp. 
The idea behind the results of this section is simply to observe that since 
B,,,GA&E%‘,,, then forf in L’(p), 
E(f IdJ= E(f I%)+ ~(fl=4-~(f P%;P 
=E(fK%)+E(Qf l~H,)ldl’,)- E(E(f I%b4,). 
Therefore 
E(f I4)= E(fl~n)+W(f I%7- E(f l%wL) a.e. 
THEOREM. Zf f, -,f in Lp(p), 1 <p < co, then E(fm).dR) 4 E(f \d) in 
L”(P). 
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Proof. By the above equality, we have 
IIE(fml4,f - Wl4ll, 
= II(E(fml%) - W-B’)) + E(E(fm I’%J - E(fmI%z~l4)II, 
d IlWm IanI - WP’)ll, + II~(E(fmIW - Wm l~n)l4)ll, 
d IIUt,l~n) - JWI-QIN, + II-W, Y&n) - Wm I~JI, 
Since E(f,lg,,) + E(fl&‘) and E(f,,I%$) + E(fl&) in Lp, E(fml~n) con- 
verges to E(fld) in Lp. 1 
COROLLARY. Zff~ Lp(p), 1 <p < 00, then E(fldn) + E(fl&‘) in Lp(p). 
Consequently E(fl&$) converges to E(fl&‘) in measure for fin Lp(p). 
3. COUNTEREXAMPLE 
Let us recall that if (X, p) is a measure space and d is the a-algebra 
generated by (A,, A,, . . . . A,} with Aic X, U;=, Ai= X and pairwise dis- 
joint, then f: X+ C is d-measurable if and only if f= C;.‘= I a, xA,, where 
a, E @ and xA stands for the characteristic function of the set A. This holds 
because f has to be constant in A ; since there are no subsets of A i in d. 
Let 5? be a g-algebra such that d E ?J and let f be 28 measurable. Then 
E(fld) = C;=, ai x,.,, u-a.e. with ai = p(A;)- ’ JA,f& whenever p(Ai) # 0. 
Finally let us point out that if we have ~(X\U~, , Ai) =0 instead of 
lJ;=i ,4,=X, then {A,, A,, . . . . A,, X\U;,, A,} satisfies the original 
hypothesis. The o-algebra generated by this family is the same as the one 
generated by {A 1, A,, . . . . A,}. Therefore for ai= p(A,) ml j,Jdp when 
p(A,) # 0, we have 
ELfId)= i aiXA,+ 
i=l 
a,+, x~,~~~,~~=,~,~~x~, a.e. 
Let m be the Lebesgue measure and let FE (0, l] be a Cantor set with 
m(F) > 0. For (a, b) E (0, 11, we have m((u, b) n F) < b -a. Indeed, since 
F’ is dense, F‘ A (a, 6) # @, and since F is closed, there is an interval 
(a, p) c F“. So m((a, b) n F) d b - a - (B - a) <b - a. We need the follow- 
ing lemma which we will prove at the end of this section. 
LEMMA. Given (a, b] E (0, l] with m((u, b] n F) # 0 there are S,, . . . . S, 
subsets of (a, b] such that m(Si) ~0, (a, b] n Fs Uy’= 1 S; and 
m(S,nF) 1 
m(Sj) =Z’ 
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For k, rn~ N such that O<m<2k- 1, let {S,},“_l be the sets given by 
the lemma if m((m/2k, (m + 1)/2k] n F) # 0. Otherwise let N= 1 and 
S, = (m/2k, (m + l)/zk] n F. 
Define &&,,,,  for 1 <n <N, as the a-algebra generated by 
Let (‘p111}:= r be an ordering of {s8,,,} counting first the n’s, then the m’s, 
and finally the k’s. In other words, we consider first the o-algebras 
associated with the S,‘s of an interval, then we move to the next interval to 
the right, and finally, when we run out of intervals, we start afresh at the 
left with the 9,‘s of the first interval half the size of the previous ones. That 
is, (k,m,n)>(k’,m’,n’) if k>k’ or k=k’ and m>m’ or k=k’, m=m’, 
and n > n’. 
If we let gk be the a-algebra generated by {(r/2k), (r+ 1)/2k]: 
0 <r < 2k - 1) it is Clear that $!&c &z&,,, Since yn U (9; A (t,V/zk, 
(m + 1)/2k]} = {m/2k, (m+ 1)/2k]. As (r/2k, (r+ 1)/2k] = (2r/2k+‘, 
(2r+ 1)/2k+1] u((2r+ 1)/2k+‘, 2(r+2)/2k+1], {i@k}pcl is an increasing 
sequence of o-algebras. Furthermore VP=, .!?& =&I is the Bore1 a-algebra, 
since for a < 1 (0, a) = lJr,2Ca(0, r/2k). 
It is clear that gk E &kmn, hence 
(? fi d,,= ,, (, cd&,,,? \lrl fi c%k= v ?ifk’=c%. 
n=l n=m k’m’n’ kmn > k’m’n’ k’ = 1 k = k’ k’= I 
On the other hand, as &km,, consists of Bore1 sets, 
sl2 fi q d,2 v fi dm2%Y. 
n= I n=m n=l n=m 
Therefore the sequence of a-algebras {J&} has a limit. 
Finally we show that E&j ds) does not converge a.e. For &km” we have 
9 - I 
E(d%nn)= 1 a,X (r/2k,(r+ 1)/2’] + kf.7, + cx.$rn (rn/zk,(rn + 1)/2k] a& 
r=l 
r#m 
where b=Oifm(S,)=O and b=m(S,)-l~~F~S,dm=m(S,nF)/m(S,)=~ 
otherwise. 
Letx~Fandk~~,thenx~(m/2k,(m+1)/2k]forsomeO~m~2k-l. 
Since UF= I Si=, (m/2k, (m + 1)/2k] there is 1 <n <N such that x is in S,. 
Hence 
Ebb?4-mn)(X) = ; 
if m(S,) #O, 
if m(S,) = 0. 
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For any x E F we have then a subsequence {.G$ = &&,} such that 
E(xFldr,)(x) does not converge to xdx) = 1. Since m(F) >O, 
‘%hld) f, xF=-%dB) a.e. 
To finish the proof we only need to prove the lemma. For (a, b 1 E (0, l] 
let r=b-a-m(Fn(a, b)]). Since m(Fn(a, b])<b-a, and by 
hypothesism(Fn(a,b])#O, thenO<r<b-a. Let S,=(Fn(a,a+r])u 
(F n ((a, a] u (a + r, b])), where a E [a, 6) and is such that a + r d 6. Since 
r<b-a, a#a or a+r#b. Hence 
m(F n S,) = m(F n (a, a]) + m(F n (a + r, b]) > 0. 
On the other hand. 





= m(Fn S,). 
Therefore 
m(S,) = m(S, n F) + m(S, + F) = 2m(Fn S,). 
We have then m(S,) # 0 and m(Fn S,)/m(S,) = 4. 
Finally let Si= S, where a,=a, a,=a+r ,..., a,-,=a+(N-l)r, 
a,=b-r be such that aiE (a, 61 and Ur=“=, (FnSi)=Fn 
tJ;“=,(ai,ai+r]=Fn(a,b]. m 
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